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[Premonition of Civil War by Salvador Dali; born 1904, Figueras, Spain; died 1989, Figueras, Spain.]
It seemed appropriate, being in Spain, to begin with an image by a Spanish painter; and appropriate, since so much that’s happened or can be made to happen in the age of the Internet strikes the older among us as somewhat surreal, to begin with an image by a surrealist; and thirdly, it felt appropriate to begin with an image entitled Premonition of Civil War, because inside the worldwide community of the worldwide web, civil wars are being waged.
We all know about the continuing and nasty civil war between criminals, malcontents and cyber vandals on one side, and honest citizens and corporations on the other – that’s why we’re here; members of FIRST are auxiliaries in the front line of this civil war’s campaigns. But I also think there’s another, much less visible and more ‘civil’ sort of civil war, which has been waged between experts and innocents ever since technology started to get sophisticated, and it’s my belief that this second civil war – the one between the experts and the innocents – to a largely unnoticed degree helps to facilitate the more visible and destructive civil war between the wicked people and their honest victims, people who are innocent in both senses of the word.



“The past is a foreign country:
they do things differently there”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If such a thing as a beautiful cliché exists, it might be this first line of L P Hartley’s novel, The Go Between: “The past is a foreign country: they do things differently there.”
It has a resonance for all of us as we recall places and periods in our lives over which time has now drawn webs and veils: our own ages of innocence, our own lands of lost content.
But what I want to do is burst, just for the purposes of today’s discussion, the romantic balloon that surrounds Hartley’s opening sentence and point you at the word “do” – the past is a foreign country not because we felt, longed or loved differently there, but because we did things in a different way.
In my case, as in yours, this past I’m talking about isn’t a land of lost simplicity – it’s a land of lost sophistication. The passage of time, paradoxically, hasn’t, as the story model goes, stripped us of our innocence at all – it’s endowed us with new innocence by taking away competencies we once had.
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That’s the first car I ever had, in the middle there, back in 1968, a Ford Anglia, the Harry Potter car. I lost count of the number of times I took it apart, replaced bits, and put it together again; earlier, as a boy, I made radios. First from kits, then working out how to make them from scratch, then repairing them for friends and neighbours. When I got my first house, it had rotten floorboards. Replacing the floors meant rewiring the whole property. As time went on, I replaced most of the plumbing system, including tanks, boilers and pumps.
And now, I can do none of these things: can’t mend the car, rewire the house, replace the boiler; and nor can any non-specialist. I have been transported to a state of technological innocence by the increasing complexity of technology. The threshold for understanding is now so high that for the non-specialist, it’s utterly forbidding, and nowhere more so than in the virtual world in which we now spend huge amounts of our professional and private lives.
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But who would wish to be the villainous Baron Holdfast of the story, the one thrusting a backwards-pushing shoulder against the forward moving wheel? The Brave New World that the brave new media have inaugurated is supposedly an era not just of free trade and prosperity, but of free expression, transcending boundaries, defying geography, uniting people, spreading democracy, knowledge and social change. And for the first time since the 19th century, the heroes who are called to lead the adventure are engineers – and looking at the faces of these cyber engineers, observing their demeanour, there’s a sensational feeling that for once, the geeks are inheriting the earth --- if they are willing, as the hero must, to embrace, to comprehend and to act upon the ethical, as well as the physical and technical challenges of the task.
So where do we stand today?




Loyalty cards…
RFID chips…
Email tracking…
Search trails…

Surveillance…
Intimidation…
Arrest…
Imprisonment…
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This month a report from Amnesty International diagnosed a particularly virulent internet virus which is now “spreading across the world”. This is “the virus of repression”. In just five years, the number of countries spying on, intimidating, arresting and imprisoning domestic internet users had risen by a factor of over eight times, from three to more than 25. In increasing numbers, countries are copying what Amnesty called “the Chinese model” – the internet is there to allow economic growth, but neither free speech, nor unfettered inquiry, nor privacy are permitted. Mostly, the victims of repression have no idea they’re being spied on until there’s a knock at the door. They are innocents, as well as innocent.
But anyone of us can be – probably is – the subject of continuing and fastidious espionage: through loyalty cards, RFID chips, through snoopers tracking our emails and dogging our searches. Sometimes the perpetrators are businesses, sometimes employers, sometimes governments. You know this, I know this – an overwhelming majority don’t. In a podcast trailing his speech here at five tomorrow afternoon, Andrew Cormack talked about the moral dimension of the network administrators’ task – the scrupulousness he or she must exercise: since most people, even on a network, don’t understand – even if they’re told – that they will be observed, they divulge the most indiscreet and intimate matters. Innocence, you see – innocence… and ignorance. 



Chips with everything for traders
2:20am BST 23/04/2007
Ever more sophisticated computer programs now underpin 
trading on global markets.  Iain Dey investigates 
whether their influence is playing too 
great a part in market rumours about takeovers

“…Mostly the computer systems are just executing trades. 
But many market sources admit that some of these systems
are to blame for sustaining the flood of take-over rumours
that has overcome the London market in recent months...”
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Ignorance:
On the London Stock exchange, computers pick up a tentative trade made by an individual on the basis of “a half-baked rumour”. One computer system with a poor programme reacts, other computer systems start automatically trading with the first, and the human traders pile in, assuming these computers must be invincible. In their ignorance and innocence, the human traders assume the computer systems are telling them the truth.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/;jsessionid=KBMNDLD1VPXO3QFIQMGSFFWAVCBQWIV0


“…more than half a million UK customers a year
are already turning away from Internet banking.”

“In the first half of 2006 alone, Internet criminals
robbed British banks and their customers
of at least £310-million – over 13-times more
than the £22.5-million figure published by APACS,
the UK payments trade association…

FIRST Conference Co-Chair
Arjen de Landgraaf,
The Financial Times
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Ignorance.
In his Financial Times expose of the Rocky Gang this year, your conference co-chair Arjen de Landgraaf identified the single factor underpinning the terrifying success of phishing: the ignorance of mules who allow themselves to be duped into laundering money stolen from ignorant bank customers who fall for the “re-register your personal details” scam.
And one result – half a million customers a year, in the UK alone, in flight from Internet banking and heading back to their branches. Why? Because they’re frightened they’ll get fleeced. Why are they frightened? Because they don’t understand. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Panic_of_1873_bank_run.jpg
http://www.ft.com/


Michigan treasurer falls for Nigerian scam

By Dan Goodin
Thursday 25th January 2007 19:42 GMT

A public treasurer in the Michigan county of Alcona 
stands accused of embezzling taxpayers out of 
more than $1.2m, at least part of which was used
to cover costs he incurred falling for a Nigerian banking fraud.
Thomas Katona, 56, the former Treasurer of Alcona County, 
was charged with nine felonies. According to
the Michigan Attorney General's office, 
the 56-year-old beancounter, who held his post for 13 years,
also plowed $72,000 of his own money into the fraud.
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But it was this story which was my own call to arms. 
How could he not know, for pity’s sake? How could he be ignorant?
He’d been County Treasurer for 13 years. He dealt with financial institutions, with banks. In fact, the local banks warned him he was falling for a scam. But he pressed on and on, continually robbing the public treasury, even flying  all the way from Michigan to London to say hello in person to the con-artists who were fleecing him, and through him, the people of Alcona County.
Katona pleaded guilty. Last week he was sentenced to serve up to 14 years in gaol and ordered to repay – Heaven knows how – $1,236,700.
His defence lawyer, Dan White, got it in an eloquent nutshell. He said, "It's the mystery of the human being, human frailty. I'm sure if you were to ask Mr. Katona how did this happen, he'd just shake his head and say, 'I don't know how I let it happen. But I did.'“
For Katona, the present, not the past, was the foreign country. He thought he understood the language, but he didn’t. Or not enough. Maybe, in addition to his human frailty, to our human frailty, he had the little knowledge which is a dangerous thing.
Most of us who’ve caught a taxi in a foreign city know how easily a charming smile and a persuasive manner can take us for a ride.

http://www.theregister.co.uk/
http://ww2.abc12.com/global/video/popup/pop_playerLaunch.asp?clipid1=1269100&at1=News+%2D+Breaking+News&vt1=v&h1=Former+Alcona+County+treasurer+charged+with+embezzlement&d1=116133&redirUrl=www.abc12.com&activePane=info&LaunchPageAdTag=homepage


Russia accused of unleashing cyberwar to disable Estonia

Parliament, ministries, banks, media targeted 
NATO experts sent in to strengthen defences 

Ian Traynor in Brussels 
Thursday May 17, 2007 

The Guardian
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It’s even further from Michigan to Estonia than it is from Michigan to London, but my argument is that all of this hangs together – the phishing, the cyber crime, the repression, the censorship, the little man suckered and the whole nation under attack: all of it leverages innocence and ignorance, leaving us…

http://www.guardian.co.uk/


A perfect storm
blowing up…

… with us in the
middle
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…. descending into the centre of a perfect storm – the ones in the middle, who, after all, may be asked to carry the can, as the operatives, not the strategists, usually are.
In a Press Release launching this conference, Arjen de Landgraaf said: “We need to explore some hugely important ethical dimensions. Here we are, 23 years after George Orwell’s 1984, and the technology of the Big Brother state has now settled into place. What challenges does this pose to individual liberties? How can they be met? Who should be grappling with them? And, critically for delegates at the conference, what does it imply for those of us whose daily work puts us out there and exposed at plumb centre of the arena?”
And what I want to ask, to get us up out of here, is whether, maybe, we are guilty of inventing, and even enjoying, a foreign language which perpetuates ignorance and leaves no way out of innocence.


http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/8/89/Cyclone_Catarina_from_the_ISS_on_March_26_2004.JPG/800px-Cyclone_Catarina_from_the_ISS_on_March_26_2004.JPG&imgrefurl=http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Image:Cyclone_Catarina_from_the_ISS_on_March_26_2004.JPG&h=529&w=800&sz=103&hl=en&start=2&tbnid=oZ8Nfhy6b2TcPM:&tbnh=95&tbnw=143&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dcyclone%26gbv%3D2%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DG
http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/8/89/Cyclone_Catarina_from_the_ISS_on_March_26_2004.JPG/800px-Cyclone_Catarina_from_the_ISS_on_March_26_2004.JPG&imgrefurl=http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Image:Cyclone_Catarina_from_the_ISS_on_March_26_2004.JPG&h=529&w=800&sz=103&hl=en&start=2&tbnid=oZ8Nfhy6b2TcPM:&tbnh=95&tbnw=143&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dcyclone%26gbv%3D2%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DG


“… there’s anarchy, programmes are written
any old way, each person does as he likes
in his little corner without considering the others
there’s no general project, there’s no harmony…”

Whatever – Michel Houellebecq
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There’s probably no better description of the expert technologist’s response to the human frailty of the lay person than this passage from the French novelist Michel Houellebeck’s novel Whatever. His hero, or anti-hero, is sent to work with the head of IT at the Ministry of Agriculture:“ 
“From the start, Catherine Lechardoy confirms my worst fears. Her aggressiveness is astonishing. ‘Let’s hope it’s going to work, your software! If it’s anything like the last one we bought from you… a real bastard. In the end, of course, it’s not me who decides what we buy. Me, I’m just the bimbo, I’m here to clean up the shit the others leave behind…’, etc.
“I explain to her that it’s not me, either, who decides what is sold. Nor what is produced. In fact, I decide nothing. Neither of us decides anything. I’m just here to help her, give her some copies of the instruction manual, try to set up a teaching programme with her… But none of this satisfies her. Her anger is intense, her anger is deep. Now she’s talking about methodology. According to her, everyone in the business should conform to a rigorous methodology based on structured programming; and instead of that there is anarchy, programmes are written any old way, each person does as he likes in his little corner without considering the others, there’s no agreement, there’s no general project, there’s no harmony..”
Typically, the expert sees himself or herself as someone who is surrounded by people who are inexpert to the point of anarchy…



Secrecy (the private language) is a defence….

(and also an addiction)
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Typically, the expert reacts to the klutzes who surround him or her, and their erratic behaviour, by retreating into a private world and a private language.
The private world and the private language enable you to identify who knows, and who doesn’t. 
Who you can trust, and who you can’t.
Who is inside, and therefore can be trusted not to foul up, and who is outside, and therefore shouldn’t be let near the buttons and levers.
Private worlds and languages are very powerful, and very addictive. 
Typically, they tend to get more and more exclusive, and more and more arcane.
To the extent where I, as their professional communicator, have said to technology clients, what does this mean? What do these initials stand for? And they have replied, confidentially, “I don’t actually know, but it’s a phrase, or these are initials, that we use.”

Just like Houellebeck’s Catherine Lechardoy, faced with this truth:



Immanuel Kant, 1724 – 1804
Philosopher

“Out of the crooked timber of humanity, 
no straight thing was ever made…”
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… we take a wrong turning, and our aggression redoubles as we seethe back into our private world and our private language. We fail to spot that the oracle’s message is not, “out of the crooked timber of other people” but, “out of the crooked timber of any of us.”
So we lock the doors and go deeper and deeper into the Closed Shop.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immanuel_Kant


From closed shop…

… to closed shop
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Now, a Closed Shop, in Britain, used to be an area of work that was fenced off from outsiders and policed, as it were, by a trade union.
The more complex and expert the skills, the less militant the closed shop needs to be.
Things turn nasty when evolution begins to make the activity otherwise performed by the closed shop available to outsiders.
Thousands and thousands of printers in the UK went down to redundancy in violent and often bloody confrontations as they tried to resist the invasion of the publishing marketplace by digital media. Like the miners, and the UK car-workers, around the same time, they threw themselves at the wheel that was turning the cycle of change, and were crushed beneath.
I venture suggest that actually you, the IT security folks, are a closed shop (appropriately, perhaps, the world’s first transnational, virtual closed shop). You’re not militant, of course, because you’re at that first level where both activity and language have become utterly unintelligible to outsiders.
But I tell you, although human nature shrieks otherwise, yearning to holdfast, a closed shop is only virtuous, in economic and social terms, when it is working towards the cycle of its own extinction – when it makes its foreign language a thing of the past and starts opening up and working towards a lingua franca.




Zilu asked: “If the Duke of Wei were to employ
you to serve in the government,
what would be your first priority?

Presenter
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Along with Machiavelli, Confucius is, for me, one of the truly great and original management consultants.
This dialogue took place around two and a half thousand years ago. Zilu was an ex-soldier turned disciple, so perhaps he expected Confucius to say, “strengthen the army” or “purge the government”, or “raise” or maybe “lower the taxes.” Who knows?
But instead, Confucius replied: “First off, I’d get the names of things right.”
And we do know that Zilu said “What? How can you shoot so wide of the target? Why are you worrying about names?”
And the boss replied…



Zilu asked: “If the Duke of Wei were to employ
you to serve in the government,
what would be your first priority?

Confucius said: “First off, I’d get the names right.
If the names aren’t right, speech
won’t make sense. When speech
doesn’t make sense, everything
goes wrong.”
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If people are using different names for the same thing, or if the great majority of people don’t understand what the names mean and how they perform – even if they vainly wish or pretend that they do know – then, quite simply, whether in a government or an Internet world, “everything goes wrong” And everything goes wrong big-time, which is why getting the names right, so that everyone understands them and knows what they signify, is absolutely a top priority, for a state, a business, a culture or any other system of human intercourse.
Two and a half thousand years later, another thinker came at the problem from a different perspective:



“Suppose everyone had a box with something in it:
we call it a ‘beetle’. No-one can look into anyone
else’s box, and everyone says he knows what a
beetle is only by looking at his beetle. Here it would
be quite possible for everyone to have something
different in his box.”

Philosophical Investigations
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This is part of Wittgenstein’s total demolition of the idea that there can be any value in, or even that there can actually be such a thing as a valid and useful “private language.”
Yet I know from my experience of the cyber world that there are people who use the same terms to describe slightly or even entirely different things, even when they think they are describing the same thing, and there are people whose boxes are completely empty, but who pretend that they know what a “beetle” is, and there are millions and millions of people – the workers, the users, the probable or possible dupes and mules who have no boxes at all, but can heart the experts ever-so-faintly rattling theirs, and know they should be worrying about something … but what? and how?
Which is, again, where everything starts to go wrong.
When I look at the work of FIRST’s CVSS task force, I see a strenuous effort to make the contents of all of certain boxes in different places conform – to work towards a common and comprehensible naming. But their efforts towards a lingua franca remain, with respect, a project within a closed shop – and to repeat, the only virtuous closed shop is one that has as its primary goal its own extinction.




“If they can’t understand…”
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One of the great arguments in the UK in recent years has been about the jury, and whether there are some cases so complicated – fraud trials are cited as a particular example – that juries should be replaced by tribunals of expert judges.
But the reason why the jury is the cornerstone of justice and public discipline, why it’s there at the heart of Magna Carta, is that if ordinary people of reasonable intelligence, for all their human frailty, can’t understand what’s going on, then everything starts to go wrong, and the field is cleared for the shyster and the con artist.
If you can’t explain to twelve ordinary people of reasonable intelligence what’s happening in your world, then they haven’t failed – you have. And you shouldn’t blame them if things start going wrong, and the same mistakes happen over and over again.
It all comes down to the issue of trust, and it’s perhaps, therefore, unsurprising, that in a major survey last year by a leadership organisation…



(www.skai.co.uk) 
Source: SKAI Associates:

The most desired qualities in leaders:

1. Show faith in the led

2. Engage the led

3. Show determination

4. Be honest

5. Be astute
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… the two most important qualities the led wanted from their leaders amount to “trust.” Show faith in us. Engage us with and in the problem; tell us what’s going on in ways we can understand and relate to and act upon.
And just a few days ago, a highly successful UK captain of industry described his leadership methodology as…


http://www.skai.co.uk/


WHAT? --- DOWN

HOW? ---- UP

New concepts in
Leadership Methodology
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Deciding what to do is a strategic function of the leader – but how it should be done, the practical methodology, works best when the tactics feed upward from the led.
But how can you do this if you hide from the people below inside a private world with a private language?
And there is the clue that leads out of the labyrinth: trust, clarity, explanation, getting the names right, telling it like it is, striving for the lingua franca…
And time and again – I’ve seen research that overwhelmingly proves it – the clue is refused. The response to the muddle is “we know best; they wouldn’t understand… blame them for the fact that there’s no agreement, there’s no harmony… that everything is going wrong.”
I offer you this as a general law, as an axiom of communications:






“Whatever is translatable in other and
simpler words of the same language
without loss of sense… is bad.”

Samuel Taylor Coleridge
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Put it another way: if you can make it simpler, and you don’t, you’re making a big mistake.
When I was a junior reporter, struggling with a difficult story, a favourite trick of the chief’s was to send you off to the local pub to take a breather with a beer and try to pitch the story to one of the other regulars. It was a pretty cosmopolitan sort of place, refreshing all kinds of people from shop assistants to clerks to spot welders from the dockyard.
When you got back the chief would say “did you find someone who understood?”
“I think so,” you’d reply.
“Ah,” he’d say – “but did they care? Were they interested.”
And if you answered “yes,” he’d say, “well, write it like that, then…”
Orson Welles once said a remarkable thing:
“I CAN THINK of nothing that an audience won't understand. The only problem is to interest them; once they are interested, they understand anything in the�world.”
If you want to stop the mules being conned, the phishers successfully reeling in the phish, the innocent opening that email which unleashes the virus, the fool neglecting the essentials of security, then you have to make them understand, which obviously they won’t do if you speak to them in a foreign language… and you have to interest them.



“Narrative is the primary human tool for explanation, prediction,
evaluation and planning     ------- Mark Thomas, The Narrative Mind

“We live, and call ourselves awake, and make decisions by telling
ourselves stories     ------ Julian Jaynes, The Origins of Consciousness
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And this is the key.
Tell them a story. Put it into a narrative. Construct a beginning, a middle and an end – jeopardy and outcome, character, conflict and resolution. Share the story with them, in plain language.
Mark Thomas, who writes here about the primacy of narrative, is not a drama teacher – he’s a neuroscientist.
Likewise, Julian Jaynes was a psychologist and anthropologist.
They recognised – discovered, rather – that the key to communication is story, is narrative:
Story is that substantial, tenable thing which causes us, because we are interested and we understand, to decide to act.



Demotic business models…
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In the UK there have been outstanding successes among a few waves of companies who understood these principles and applied them commercially:
Say absolutely nothing that the customer won’t understand, say it plain, and draw them into a narrative.
You should do with your people what they do with their staff (as well as, where appropriate, with their customers):



Workshop…

…Disentangle

Explain…

…Evangelise

Challenge…

…Quiz
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Seize every opportunity and use every means to communicate, to unfold the narrative, to clarify the language – don’t tell me you’re too busy with the day job – this is probably one of the primary tasks of the day job, one of the topmost rungs on your curriculum.



Evaluate

It doesn’t matter exactly how you evaluate: it matters crucially that you should
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And test their levels of understanding, test their levels of interest. Evaluation is crucial, and the essence of evaluation is to establish a measure – almost any measure of your own devising will do – so that you can measure, over time and using consistent measures, and so that you can adjust your communication and communication techniques to drive interest and understanding upwards.



“After the leaves have fallen, we return
To a plain sense of things…”

Wallace Stevens
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It is, I passionately believe, through the evangelical cultivation of public interest in, and understanding of, the demons which beset us and how they operate that we and the public will exorcise and drive them out, whether they are criminals, vandals, snoops, censors or totalitarians. All those demons thrive parasitically on the innocence and the ignorance of ordinary people.
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Here’s a second image out of Dali to end with: his Exploding Clock.
And here’s to a time when the present as a foreign country has exploded into the past, and a new and different present arrives, with everyone speaking the same, plain, simple language and understanding everything that’s happening. Or at least, if they don’t yet understand, being interested enough to try to find out, and having the means to do so.
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